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Angling Masters International (AMI) will transform fishing from a simple recreational activity into a true
sport like golf and tennis, and in the process, create a billion-dollar marketing machine. How? Through the
development of our Fish CalculatorTM, a dynamic handicapping system proven in the field over years of
testing.

INTRODUCTION

Way more people engage in the activity of fishing than both
golf and tennis combined, and people are by nature
competitive... especially anglers... so what's the deal?

Simple really! There has never been a way to compare. After
all, how does one compare a Trout to a Walleye? Or a Pike
to a Bass for that matter...and if you can't compare, then how
can there be a game. No game, no Tiger Woods…no Tiger
Woods, no sports marketing. So fishing has languished as a
recreational activity. Sure there are species specific events
on single bodies of water, but no-one has been able to
capture the marketing power of the Industry as a whole.

Ever wondered why fishing never developed as a true sport
like golf or tennis?

But what if there was a way to handicap the sport

What if there was a way to take any fish caught, regardless
of species or locale, and give that catch a fair and equitable
point’s value - one that was recognized by industry leaders
as a breakthrough.

Well, then any fish caught could be translated to a points
value, and that points value would place the catch (and the
angler) on a leader board 1,2,3. Through the Internet you
could effectively turn North America into one giant lake, and
host the world's largest fishing competitions. Lottery size
prizes for a modest entry fee of just 20 bucks.

Crowning sport's newest millionaire from the ranks of the
common man on internationally broadcast television is just
around the corner. An APP driven tournament platform,
website supported, wrapped in a niche social network,
driving multiple revenue streams…this is the very definition
of Enthusiast User Monetization.

The FISH Calculator: Proprietary Algorithms present a
Strong Barrier to Entry

Leveling the playing field for the competition, is the Angling
Masters "Fish Calculator". Reel Cash Outdoors (RCO) has
obtained an exclusive license to this dynamic handicapping
system, proven in the field over more than a decade of
development and testing.
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The proprietary algorithms underpinning the Fish Calculator,
power the Reel Cash App Tournament Functionality, and
successfully take into account the regional differences in fish
size, allowing entrants to be judged fairly, regardless of the
species they are fishing for. It’s all catch and release fishing
with a straightforward verification process hailed as a
breakthrough by industry leaders.



Fish anywhere in North America for up to twelve eligible species during
month long qualifying events all season long. Anglers pay a nominal $20
monthly registration fee and get a unique PIN # and official measuring tape
to report their catch through the Reel Cash Outdoors APP. Each individual
angler's catch automatically flows through to a real time APP National
Leader Board where anglers can follow their progress online.

INTRODUCTION

Dave Abbott
Chairman & CEO

FISHING ENTERS THE $7.2 BILLION FANTASY SPORTS ARENA

The Fish Calculator TM has opened the door to the last frontier of the fantasy sports marketplace. The biggest difference, anglers
now become the players! Rather than selecting someone else to perform for them, anglers are now betting on themselves to
catch the next big-one and become the next Tiger Woods of fishing. Each fish they catch places them on a leaderboard, 1,2,3…and
the chance to be crowned the sport's newest millionaire from the ranks of the common man. Fueled by passion, this is the very
definition of Enthusiast User Monetization.

The Fishing Industry is bigger than music and book publishing combined,
and twice the size of the American Auto Body Industry, with economic
activity greater than the gross annual product of 23 States combined.

Forty-one million people buy licenses in North America every year...far more
than that fish every year. Over eight million hard core anglers fish twenty-
four days or more. [1] [2] [7]

Imagine engaging them in a weekly/monthly event for as little as $20 to
$200. Ancillary revenue streams are many and varied...and highly profitable.
O2O with grassroots retail tie-ins, experiential Corporate Sponsorships, and
Big Data are just a few of the ancillary revenue streams that impress, each
in their own right

A Big Idea in a massive market.

For 41 million licensed North American anglers (220M Worldwide)
the idea is simple. [3]

Bill Gibson
Founder of the Worldwide Fantasy Sports Industry
President & COO, Reel Cash Outdoors

Blockchain Technology BREAKTHROUGH:

Blockchain technology will be employed to decentralize key data flow
across the entire Reel Cash Outdoors Platform. This decentralized ledger is
crucial to ensure data integrity as the proprietary Angling Masters
algorithmic program scores fish entry data globally, and allocates
positioning on Realtime Leaderboards.
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OUR TEAM
An All-Star Team of successful executives and partners will ensure that your investment in Reel Cash
Outdoors, and the Angling Masters Brand is a sound one.

Dave Abbott
Chairman & CEO 

Founder of “at large” fishing tournaments in America,
and co-creator of the Fish Calculator

Scott Abbott
Acting CFO

Co-Creator of the Fish Calculator and Founder of one 
of Utah’s fastest growing International Franchise 
networks

Bill Rowan
Strategic Partner

Business consultant and operations management 
leader for multiple corporations and Fortune 500 
companies 

Barry Shenkarow
Board of Directors

Barry brings a wealth of experience in the Sport Industry, 
as the 16 year owner and President of an NHL franchise, 
the Winnipeg Jets. Barry also sat on the NHL Board of 
Governors for 16 years

Craig Cobb
Senior Advisor

Craig is the Managing Director at Trader Cobb, a 
trader, presenter, and host of the Crypto Podcast that 
achieved #1 on iTunes Globally.  

Bill Gibson
President & COO

Started the company that founded and 
commercialized Fantasy Sports engineering FS 
Programs for the NFL, NBA, NHL, and MLB

Ken Woodard
EVP Business Development

Former B.A.S.S. principal and CMO.  Ken will be 
establishing relationships with various U.S.A. State 
Governments as Reel Cash marketing partners

Jay Kumar
Strategic Partner

Digital fishing media pioneer. founded BassGold.com, 
produces the daily BassBlaster email. He also 
founded BassFan.com, was a B.A.S.S. senior writer, 
and co-hosted the ESPN show Loudmouth Bass.

Aly Madhavji
Senior Advisor

Managing Partner at Blockchain Founders Fund, 
International Award-Winning Author, and UN 
Consultant

Oğuz Genç
Senior Advisor

Token economics researcher. Designed token economy 
for Colendi with ConsenSys. Graduate of Yenching 
Academy of Peking University with a research focus on 
reserve currencies. Prior experience: HNA and Sogou.
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OUR TEAM
An All-Star Team of successful executives and partners will ensure that your investment in Reel Cash
Outdoors, and the Angling Masters Brand is a sound one.
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Robots & Pencils

Founded in 2009 with a vision that mobile would be more revolutionary than the Internet.
Built award-winning consumer apps, transformative enterprise solutions and world-first
learning platforms.

SCA interactive 

America’s leading interactive promotion company will host and handle all web/mobile app
details.

Axiom Marketing

30 years of experience and extensive political network base to encourage state involvement

Trader Cobb 

The Trader Cobb team has also a deep understanding of blockchain, technology,
cryptocurrency, property, trading and investment.

Program Partners



THE INDUSTRY

$115 Billion

Impact on the U.S. Economy [4]

49.8 Million 

Fisherman and anglers in the U.S. [6]

$28 Billion 

Spent by U.S. Anglers on Fishing Equipment 
and Durable Goods [4]

Fishing is one of the most popular outdoor recreational activities in the United States.

If sportfishing were a corporation, the amount spent by anglers to support fishing-related retail sales
would rank it number 51 on the Fortune 500™ list.

51.6 Million 

People  went fishing in the last 12 
months in USA [6]

36.3 37.2
42.240.5 40 40.544 43 45.946 45.7 47.1

53.7 51.5 52.3

2014 2015 2016

Most Popular Outdoor Activities in the United States (millions) [6]

Hiking

Car, backyard and RV camping

Road biking, mountain biking
and BMX
Freshwater, Saltwater and fly
fishing

11 Million 

Youth participants in fishing in the U.S. [6]

220 Million 

Anglers Worldwide [3]

Share of Americans who bought fishing or 
hunting gear last year [6]

20% 

$709 Million 

Gross cost of fishing licenses in the U.S. [6]

Anglers support more than 

828k Jobs in the U.S. [4] 

Of survey respondents were under age 45 [6]60% 
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MARKETING STRATEGY
As the exclusive marketer of Angling Masters International (AMI), Reel Cash Outdoors will control the branding 
and emergence of fishing as a multi-billion dollar sport.

An extensive marketing campaign targeting North America’s 41 million licensed anglers will include:

Social & Web 

Highly interactive/ 
social web and 
mobile platforms.

Reality TV

Revealing real 
anglers’ hopes and 
dreams, and their 
fishing secrets

Industry Tie-ins

Tie-ins with 
America’s leading 
grassroots fishing 
organizations

Advertising P/R

Full-page color ads 
and negotiated 
Features in the 
highest-circulation 
fishing magazines.

Big Data 

Access to database to 
be created from 
information collected 
from AMI participants 
and website 
registrants.

Retail 

Traffic driving, 
turnkey, In-store 
“competitions within 
the competition” 
tailored to select 
retail locations.

Advertising / Sponsor Cross 
Promotions01

02 TV Broadcasts / Publishing

05 Customized in-store turnkey 
Programs 

06 Customized Tournaments:    
App as an Industry Utility

Consumer Shows / Expos03

04 Media/public relations

07 Consolidated Database Marketing

08 Inter-active APP / Website and 
Social Network Platform

09 State Government Partnerships

Integrated  Marketing

The following mediums, venues and vehicles will be utilized:

▪ AMI Website / APP
The Angling Masters Website and Angling App competitive
platform, and partner events will continually draw fishermen
from across America to our unique competitive platform.

▪ Media Assets
The media assets of America’s leading fishing organizations
will be leveraged to help power response rates.

▪ Fishing Expos
Participation in numerous consumer-driven fishing expos will
expose our program to fishing fanatics and signups will be
solicited on-site.

▪ Print Advertising
Full page ads in the highest circulation outdoor magazines
will be viewed by over 4.5 million fishing enthusiasts.

▪ Public Relations
An aggressive public relations campaign will focus on getting
the word out so that every fishing enthusiast in North America
will eventually know about the Reel Cash Fishing App.
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Television

Powerful sponsorship opportunities 

An unprecedented O2O Platform drawing in 
Retail and Online Stores 

Multi-Million Dollar Grassroots Paydays

Social Media

Big Data

MARKETING STRATEGY
Angling Masters delivers a powerful emotional experience at grassroots… it takes the thrill and million dollar
paydays of professional sport competition, and delivers the experience to the common man!

Customized Retail 
Tournaments 

A customized  
tournament component 
tailored to each 
individual store location 

Consumer Shows

Angling Masters display 
at North American sport 
fishing and boating trade 
shows

State & Government 
Owned Events

1mm value print & 
electronic media 
campaign. 

Fishing Club 
Tournament Trails

Will start each year in 
late Jan/early Feb to 
inform anglers of the 
upcoming contest.

Entrepreneurial
Tournament Events

Access to database 
created by information 
collected from AMI App 
registrants.

A Sponsor’s Dream

Angling Masters does much more than make a target audience aware of a
brand – it wins them over by actually involving them in the sponsorship.

▪ A unique, powerful and emotional connection
For Brands looking to connect with 38 million North American anglers.
Fish database with species details and “hot spots’ locations in water
bodies on a geo tagged map.

▪ A cost-effective platform
To enhance Brand relationships with a target audience through an
unprecedented loyalty reward tournament platform…turnkey and
customized for each online or retail location across North America.

▪ Unique marketing vehicle
Ownership positioning of a powerful and unique marketing vehicle.

▪ Captures customers
A sponsorship that captures the hearts as well as the minds of customers
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Ultimate O2O

Angling Masters does much more than make a target audience aware of a
brand – it wins them over by actually involving them in the sponsorship.
▪ A uniquely tailored online and offline platform

From the heat of southern Florida to the cooler climates of Northern
Ontario, and from the mountain streams of Vermont to the rivers of
California, Angling Masters cuts across issues of regional diversity and
geography to deliver a strong and fair competition platform uniquely
tailored for both International online and offline locations..

▪ A unique reward program

This creates a reward program like none other – it takes the retail
experience both online AND into the field, then draws the consumer back
into the online store, or retail location for validation.



Enthusiast user monetization on an Industry Platform, developed by Robots and Pencils, global leader in app
technology.

AMI APPLICATION

Fish Calculator

▪ Enables multi-species angling competition at local,
regional, national and International levels.

▪ A marriage of tournament fishing and fantasy sports for the
most popular freshwater species across North America.

▪ Any fish caught is translated into a fair and equitable
points value, that value places anglers on the Leader
Boards.

▪ Copyright-protection with the years of testing and
refinement, provides a huge barrier to entry for any
potential competitors.

▪ Recognized by Industry Leaders as The Gold Standard for
accurately comparing fish, whether of the same species, or
cross species comparisons, effectively equalizing the
geographical anomalies that exist across the Continent.

The key to Angling Masters is the proprietary, extensively
tested Angling Masters International (AMI) Fish Calculator.

This algorithmic based, species conversion scale, levels the
playing field by factoring regional diversity in fish
growth…both species by species AND with cross species
comparisons as well.

A social community app for anglers, giving them a forum to share
information, compete and bring more organization, engagement and
sophistication to the sport as a whole.

Key Components

▪ Multi-species tournament competition platform, available for third
party use as well as major Reel Cash branded events.

▪ Fish database with species details and “hot spots’ locations in water
bodies on a geo tagged map.

▪ News feed with tournament updates, news, tips and different users
posting photos and details of their catches.

▪ Social profile with latest catches, point tallies and statistics for the
individual.
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Blockchain Solution

The Blockchain Solution decentralizes key data flow across the
entire Reel Cash Outdoors Platform.

Having large sets of records and data decentralized, and
deployed on a blockchain makes it virtually impossible for any
one party to tamper with data or records.

All Tackle World Record caught in first online event, and validated on the Angling Masters verification system. 



The Angling Masters App will have a simple UI that will enable users of all ages to use its attributes with little
effort. The App will consist of three main components, which will altogether serve as a single point of access
to Angling Masters' ecosystem on the blockchain.

AMI APPLICATION
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ID

Angling Masters ID is the identity verification layer of each Angling Masters participant. Every party will verify
their identity according to the category they want to be involved in the Angling Masters. Participants will need to
submit a photo of themselves with their official fishing licenses, whereas arbitrators, and organizers will go
through separate KYC processes that will later be announced by ReelCash.

Wallet

Angling Masters App will arrive with an built-in wallet that will enable the buying, selling, staking, and auctioning
of the GoldFish tokens as well as other certain cryptocurrencies. The rewards earned will be distributed over the
Angling Masters wallet. Integration into third-party wallets will also be done to ease the process for users to
make payments, withdraw their rewards, and buy merchandise from the app.

Score

Angling Masters score will help to increase the quality of the network by bringing a checks and balances
mechanism to the ecosystem. The scores will serve the purpose of a standing list between competitors.



AMI APPLICATION
All the details you need in the palm of your hand.

CONVERSION TABLES
A level playing field

Enables multi-species 
angling competition at 
local, regional, national 
and International levels.

AMI POINT SYSTEM
Leaderboards

Any fish caught is 
translated into a fair and 
equitable points value, 
that value places anglers 
on the Leaderboards

AMI FISH CALCULATOR
Proprietary Algorithms

Copyright-protection with 
the years of testing and 
refinement, provides a 
huge barrier to entry for 
any potential competitors

ENGAGED COMMUNITY
Marketing Opportunity

Offers both online and 
offline retail opportunities, 
traffic driving, customized, 
turnkey tournament 
events

Fishing Clubs, Government 
& Associations 
Tournaments

Instagram Style Photos

Catch of the Week

Tip of the Day

Leaderboards

Buddy Tournaments 

Mapping/Topographic 
Charts

Push Notifications

Fish Catch Database

Cabin

Retail Tie in

Third Party Leaderboards
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AMI APP ROLLOUT & TIMELINE
The First 100 Days and Beyond…

PRODUCT DEVELOP

APP features 
specked out. In 
coordination with 
Robots and Pencils

BETA TESTING 

Open Water Beta 
Testing

ANGLING MASTERS 
LAUNCH

Major Launch 
Promotion 

RETAIL PARTNERS

Bill Gibson will lead 
the Retail Partner 
search. 

FISHING CLUBS

Jay Kumar will lead 
the charge in 
bringing the various 
clubs online.

STATE GOVERNMENTS

Ken Woodard’s 
experience in marketing 
State Governments will 
allow him to head up 
this initiative.
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Initial meetings with the chosen 
app developer. App Dev gets 

underway

T-6

INITIATE APP DESIGN

Each Sector Leader will work directly 
with Dave Abbott to prepare the 
materials necessary to proceed

T-4

MARKET SECTOR MARKETING 
MATERIALS & CLOSING DOCUMENTS

Beta Testing for the App completes 

T-2

APP BETA TESTING COMPLETE

Program design and document 
preparation for the various 

market sectors 

T-5

MARKET SECTOR PROGRAM 
DEVELOPMENT

Meetings and presentatioms get 
underway in each of the three 

isolated market sectors

T-3

SECTOR MARKETING BEGINS

App Launch at the Bassmasters 
Classic

T-0

ANGLING MASTERS BASS 
MASTERS LAUNCH



BLOCKCHAIN
The integrity and trust of a blockchain based secure token and score tracking structure.

Secure

Irrefutable

Trust

Distributed

Real-time

Transparent

Leverage for Blockchain technology for TWO critical layers of architecture

Key Proposition

▪ Track utilization of the GoldFish Bitcoin SV 
Blockchain/Neo/Ethereum/Hyperledger etc. 

Distributed Ledger Technology

Public Blockchain Implementation

▪ Ensure truthfulness, transparency and accuracy of all data 
using the architectural components of blockchain

Trusted Data Distribution & Validation

Angler competition specific Blockchain Implementation

The Blockchain Solution decentralizes key data flow across the entire Reel Cash Outdoors Platform.

Having large sets of records and data decentralized, and deployed on a blockchain makes it virtually impossible for any one party to tamper
with data or records.

Blockchain implementation allows company to maintain the
integrity and brand of the competition and it’s participants
through Irrefutable data capture based on a connected
device, tablet etc

Having a decentralized network of nodes to maintain this
ledger allows companies to offset and offload hosting,
security, and maintenance costs. It removes a lot of the costs
of IT staffing, Dev Ops, and infrastructural overhead costs

Help to facilitate the transparent, trusted, irrefutable, secure
and scalable implementation of the large data capture during
fishing competitions globally. Considering to leverage
Tokenized to create the GoldFish Token on Bitcoin SV
Blockchain.

Allows for a distributed ledger to capture allocation,
utilization and distribution of GoldFish tokens.

Secure Identity

Secure Smart Contract

Consensus - Truth

Secure Distributed Storage
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BLOCKCHAIN
High Level Architecture

Angling Masters GoldFish Gateway Competition Operator

Competition Participants Competition Autonomous Data

Angler Activities
▪ Statistical Data 
▪ Participation Data
▪ Competition Data

DataBroker Global/National Scale

Competition 
Exchange/Portfolio/Marketplace
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BLOCKCHAIN
Technical Architecture and Implementation

▪ Analysis of the business roadmap and definition of technical options.
▪ Recommend a technical architecture and implementation strategy.
▪ Implement a user experience driven prototype to showcase the demonstration of concept. 

Analysis of the business roadmap and definition of technical options.1
▪ Architecture, implementation and design of a minimal viable product (MVP)
▪ Detailed analysis and agreement of MVP based on business priorities and strategies
▪ User experience implementation
▪ Back-end implementation with foundations of smart contracts, secure identity, blockchain,

security, data management, analytics and management interfaces.
▪ Controlled commercial release deployment in a targeted geography with selected set of users –

the product can be commercially acquired, licensed and managed.

Proof of Concept/Minimal Viable Product/Beta Product2

▪ Implementation of GoldFish token using Tokenized and Bitcoin SV Blockchain
▪ Integration with appropriate digital wallet to facilitate public/private key 

management
▪ Support implementation and deployment on selected exchanges

Proof of Concept/Minimal Viable Product/Beta Product3
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Token Mechanics

GOLDFISH TOKEN

Token Issuance Attributes
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Tokens will be redeemable on the 
platform at the prevailing market 
price. If however, the market faces 

depressed prices Minimum 
Redemption policy takes effect.  if 
market price is below the quarterly 
increasing minimum redemption 
value of the token, the minimum 

redemption value will be honored. 

The Token will have utility purpose 
and usage within the ReelCash 
ecosystem.  The token would be 

redeemable for competition dues as 
well as for premium features and 

contain exclusive membership 
competitions.

ReelCash introduces a unique token 
economics that brings together a 
hybrid structure of payment and 

utility tokens along with a redemption 
mechanism that protects the early 
contributors to the network. Likely 
utilizing the Bitcoin SV Blockchain.

Unique Token Economics  Utility Purpose & Usage Minimum Redemption Assured

Failure of other Tokens

Most coins have used a model where revenues are used to buy back the token, although they are great in theory. However, the
market has shown that 95+% reduction in value in most of the tokens have occurred as the token can not be sustained without a
model that matches the uniqueness and nuances of the particular requirements of the business. Failure to catch adoption is
omnipresent because of the complexity of their token structures. Additionally, even those early token adopters that were optimistic
about a product initially have not been able to use the service, as the tokens have depreciated in value such that they no longer pay
for the service.

ReelCash business has tournament hosts that are collecting entry fees for the tournaments, ReelCash also has event winners
collecting large lump sum payouts. The model where revenues are buying back tokens is great for normalizing the usage of the
token when attempting to benefit the token holding community at that specific snapshot in time. However, these large payouts to
tournament hosts and prize winners in the ReelCash business is not normal. The lead up to the tournaments would lead to large
token accumulations whereas frequent and large sales of tokens by hosts and winners, would put immense downward pressure on
the value of the token, creating heavy volatility based on the operations of the token and the business and perhaps negatively
hurting token holders. This has been addressed by aligning interests and designing the token economics to embrace adoption
considering the unique properties of the sportfishing industry.

Redeemable for competition dues Token Buyback Program

Exclusive Lifetime membership to the Limited 
GoldfFish Founders Championship Token Burning Program

Increasing minimum redemption value on the 
ReelCash platform Redeemable premium features and services

Stakeholder Interest Alignment Arbitrage Demand Mechanism



Token Mechanics

GOLDFISH TOKEN
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Interest Alignment, Buybacks and Burning

Tokens outstanding are recognized as liabilities on the Balance Sheet of ReelCash. Excess liabilities adversely affect the valuation of
the entity. Since equity holders are interested to increase the value of the business they are incentivized to buy back and burn tokens
to reduce the liability. Business operations, volatility reduction and a healthy appreciation of the token price are the primary factor in
determining when and how those buybacks and burns occur. As long as there are tokens outstanding, they will be liabilities to
ReelCash, thus buybacks and burns will be instituted.

When the token values appreciate and holders of the token are in profit, ReelCash has higher margins as it is no longer subsidizing
the loss in token value by way of the minimum redemption policy.

Tying Token Economics to ReelCash Business Need

The ReelCash business requires a token model that allows for normalization across time to alleviate large downward price pressure.
The basic need is to introduce a token economics model without using complex structures for creative treasury and liquidity
practices, and price manipulation practices that are considered illegal and have been a dark mark on the crypto industry.

CUSTOMER POSSESSES 100 TOKENS, TOURNAMENT ENTRY PRICE $40 
Margins on tournament entries are 30%

Assuming that market prices are depressed, causing Minimum Redemption Policy to take effect.  

▪ At T10 when platform redemption value is $0.30, customer would have a redemption value of $30. 

▪ ReelCash would have initially received $20 when selling the 100 tokens at T0 for $0.20. 

▪ The customer would redeem 100 tokens and pay an additional $10 to enter the tournament.  

▪ ReelCash would have received a total of $30 from the customer paying in tokens.  

▪ Alternatively, the contestant entering the same tournament at the same time paying via linked 
credit card, would enter the tournament for $40.  

▪ Tournament margins are 30% thus, ReelCash must pay the Tournament Host $40 * 70% for the 
entrants, $28, regardless if they pay via token or credit card.  

▪ In a price depressed market, ReelCash would realize $2 from $30 (6.7%) from the token holder and 
$12 from $40 (30%) from the non token holder.

▪ However, when the market price of the token is up, just as the entrant paying $40 via credit card, 
the token holder will pay $40 worth of tokens for entry into the same tournament. 

ReelCash thus again has an aligned interest in seeing appreciation of the token, which increases the valuation of the treasury and by
extension the valuation of the equity. The largest challenge token companies have faced has been aligning the interest of equity
holders and token holders. While many attempted to do it, none have succeeded. This has affected the price of many tokens
adversely, whereas in this structure ReelCash equity and token holder interests are aligned. In this structure defined, the tokens
outstanding and their depth become factors affecting the interest of the equity. Thus, the board should carry out decision-making
along with a dedicated committee to evaluate the health of the token economy. GoldFish token is truly tied to the success of the
business rather than being a hindrance to its operations.



Token Mechanics

GOLDFISH TOKEN
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Opportunities for Arbitrage

ReelCash tokens will be redeemable on the platform at the prevailing
market price. If however, the market faces depressed prices, Minimum
Redemption policy takes effect. If market price is below the quarterly
increasing minimum redemption value of the token, the minimum
redemption value will be honored. If the price of the token goes below the
Minimum Redemption Value (see page 20, Token Redemption) of the token
on the platform, an arbitrage opportunity would be created. Thereby,
incentivizing buying the tokens from open markets to self-stabilize the
price by pushing it up towards the Minimum Redemption Value’s price. In
the opposite scenario, if the price of the token is above the Minimum
Redemption Value of the token on the platform, that value is honored on
the platform, thereby not affecting market factors from an increasing price.

Exclusive Lifetime membership to the Limited GoldFish Founders Championship

Exclusive lifetime Membership to the Limited GoldFish Founders Championship poised to be one of the premier events in the sport
of fishing. The private members only tournament will have great appeal to anglers everywhere. The prestige of being champion and
the pathways to international fame and fortune makes this membership highly sought after. Bridging the crypto and angling
communities, the token further accelerates the adoption of crypto on the platform. As the supply of tokens diminishes through burns
and redemptions, the intangible properties create immense desirability in the GoldFish token.



ReelCash Token Issuance

Initial Token Issuance: 30,000,000

Offer Price: $0.20 USD

Maximum Unearned Revenue 
from Issuance: $5,000,000 USD

Issuance Usage 

Sale

Sale 25,000,000

Treasury

Strategic Partnerships 2,100,000

User Acquisition & Marketing 1,250,000

Management Team 1,050,000

Advisory Pool 300,000

Initial Shareholders 300,000

Token Mechanics

GOLDFISH TOKEN

Token Structure Metrics

Market Price  

Market Price will be determined based on a 1 week average price of selected exchanges (TBA later)

Minimum Redemption Value

The minimum value that ReelCash must honor when tokens are being redeemed on the platform.

Arbitrage 

In the context of ReelCash - buying GoldFish tokens from the market at a lower price and redeeming on the platform for a high 
price, capitalizing on the discrepancy.

ReelCash Definitions



Token Redemption

GOLDFISH TOKEN

Token redemption price will be the greatest of the market price based on a 1 week average price of selected exchanges (TBA later)
and the minimum redemption value as determined by the predefined schedule. Minimum Redemption policy only takes effect in the
event that Market Price is lower than the price in the Minimum Redemption Schedule. The Minimum Redemption Value of the token is
fixed based on a length of time from the issuance date.
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Why is there a Minimum Redemption Value?

The issue of projects redeeming their own token for services offered at
market price is that when the token value goes to zero they do not have
to render their service. Expressed in another manner, ICOx sold tokens
at $0.10/token and a product price of $10/mo. 1 year of service would
cost $120 worth of tokens 1200 tokens to be exact. The buyer of the
tokens would expect to receive 1 year of the product subscription for
their 1200 tokens. However, when the service launches the market price
of the token is at $0.01. If ICOx is only allowing for redemption of their
tokens at the prevailing market price, the 1200 tokens would only
purchase 1 month of the product subscription (assuming no partial
month redemption). As ICOx was already paid the full sum for 12
months of service and would deliver only 1 month of service, the
customer would be forced to pay again for the service this time an
additional $110 for the remaining 11 months. ICOx receives $230 for
the full 12 months of service, selling the same service to the customer
twice. As ICOx is the issuer of the token and the tokens must be
returned to them to be redeemed for their product, funds from the sale
of tokens should be recognized as unearned revenue, and the minimum
redemption price should be guaranteed.

Deterrence from over-supplying market

The minimum redemption value acts as a deterrent from enacting
harmful monetary policy. All tokens outstanding, regardless of if they
are sold or rewarded through an incentivization program, are recorded
as a liability on the balance sheet. Issuing excess tokens would saddle
ReelCash with debt, thereby adversely affecting the value of the
company. This deterrent from over-supplying the market with tokens
aligning the interests of token holders and equity owners.

Future Issuances

Employee Compensation Programs, Strategic Partnerships and other
programs of benefit to ReelCash and the ecosystem may be
implemented. If buybacks and treasury do not meet need requirements
of the token, additional issuances of the token in the future will be
determined at the discretion of the board of directors of ReelCash. All
outstanding tokens will be recorded as a liability on the ReelCash
balance sheet due to the nature of the minimum redemption value of
the token on the platform, deterring creating additional tokens.

MINIMUM REDEMPTION VALUE SCHEDULE

▪ T0 is End of Sale Date of Current Release

▪ T1 indicates 1 quarter after T0, T2 2 
quarters and so forth. Y indicates Year 
(fourth quarter of) 

▪ Market price is equal to or lower than the 
minimum redemption value 

▪ Price at T0: $0.20

▪ Minimum Redemption Value increases 
$0.01 per quarter

T1 $0.21

T2 $0.22

T3 $0.23

T4 $0.24

T5 $0.25

T6 $0.26

T7 $0.27

T8 $0.28

Y3 $0.32

Token Redemption



GOLDFISH TOKEN
Examples of Minimum Redemption Value
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▪ If redeeming on the platform for the specific tournament at T4 when platform redemption value is $0.24, it would
cost 62.5 tokens.

▪ ReelCash would have initially received $12.5 when selling the 62.5 tokens at T0 for $0.20.
▪ ReelCash must pay the Tournament Host $15 * 70% for the entrant, $10.50

IF ENTRY INTO A TOURNAMENT COST $15
Margins on tournament entries are 30%

▪ If redeeming on the platform for the specific tournament at T10 when platform redemption value is $0.30, it would
cost 50 tokens.

▪ ReelCash would have initially received $10 when selling the 50 tokens at T0 for $0.20.
▪ ReelCash must pay the Tournament Host $15 * 70% for the entrant, $10.50.

IF ENTRY INTO A TOURNAMENT COST $15
Margins on tournament entries are 30%

▪ IIf redeeming on the platform for the specific tournament at Y5 when platform redemption value is $0.40, it would
cost 37.5 tokens.

▪ ReelCash would have initially received $7.5 when selling the 37.5 tokens at T0 for $0.20.
▪ ReelCash must pay the Tournament Host $15 * 70% for the entrant, $10.50.

IF ENTRY INTO A TOURNAMENT COST $15
Margins on tournament entries are 30%

▪ At T5 when platform redemption value is $0.25, customer would have a redemption value of $25.
▪ ReelCash would have initially received $20 when selling the 100 tokens at T0 for $0.20.
▪ The customer would redeem 100 tokens and pay an additional $15 to enter the tournament.
▪ ReelCash would have received a total of $35 from the customer. ReelCash must pay the Tournament Host $40 *

70% for the entrant, $28.

CUSTOMER POSSESSES 100 TOKENS, TOURNAMENT ENTRY PRICE $40
Margins on tournament entries are 30%

▪ At T10 when platform redemption value is $0.30, customer would have a redemption value of $30.
▪ ReelCash would have initially received $20 when selling the 100 tokens at T0 for $0.20.
▪ The customer would redeem 100 tokens and pay an additional $10 to enter the tournament.
▪ ReelCash would have received a total of $30 from the customer. ReelCash must pay the Tournament Host $40 *

70% for the entrant, $28.

CUSTOMER POSSESSES 100 TOKENS, TOURNAMENT ENTRY PRICE $40
Margins on tournament entries are 30%



ReelCash has plans to implement future business and software development, including:

FUTURE WORK
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Token Curated Registry

Reel Cash is keeping a close eye on Token Curated Registries (TCRs) [5]. The idea elaborates a digital curation system that
sustains a self-reinforcing quality on an online registry, where contributors of a protocol get listed and voted by other
parties who are related to the protocol. This mechanism is designed to maintain a high quality user base due to the
intrinsic incentive mechanism in the TCR's game theory.

Database Management / Revenue Streams

Once Reel Cash develops the Angling Masters app as a third party tournament platform, it will aggregate industry data that
can be leveraged. This will be a focus as the project enters its second year.

Secondary Market for GoldFish Tokens

Secondary market for GoldFish Tokens is a mechanism to earn rewards from the Angling Masters ecosystem by auctioning
their GoldFish tokens to potential stakers, who want to participate in the Angling Masters ecosystem. The market will work
as a desk, where GoldFish token owners can auction their tokens at a discount to the highest bidders to earn rewards.
Anyone who registers to Angling Masters' ecosystem will be able to partake in the secondary market. Rewards will be
staked quarterly. The feature will be very straightforward and transparent within the native wallet of the Angling Masters
App (see next page for details).Reality TV Series:

A leading Asian Reality TV has already expressed interest in developing a pilot for a reality tv series based on the ReelCash
competitions. Details will be revealed after the main net release

Continent by Continent Rollout

As Reel Cash enters its second year, the formation of a Global Fishing League will start to take shape. The Angling Masters
app will first be used for Reel Cash corporate events in North America, but expansion will be in the sequence of China,
Europe, Russia, and rest of the global market as Reel Cash attracts interest in other regions.

Trademark Licencing Development:

As the Reel Cash and Angling Masters brands become market familiar, various product lines will be licensed through third
party manufacturers and marketers.



Worldwide Saltwater Tournaments

The Freshwater Algorithms will be modified to allow for similar competitions is Saltwater. This development will begin in
2020.

FUTURE WORK
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State Government Competitions

A concerted effort in conjunction with our marketing partners will be undertaken to establish fishing tournaments in each
State in America. This will be initiated in 2019 with a handful of select States, but will expand to all States beginning in
2020.

Non-Profit Organizations Competitions

Various non-profit organizations associated in the Outdoor Industry, have large memberships who fish on a regular basis.
Two big examples are Ducks Unlimited and the National Rifle Association. These groups will be approached to organize
joint tournaments for fundraising purposes, and bootstrap their membership network..

Online Retail Network:

Once Reel Cash has eyeballs on its Angling Masters App, an integration with Alibaba / Amazon will be imminent regarding
the establishment of a robust online retail network.
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